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In the present age, different kinds of rights have come up and the 

same are traded too in markets such as copyrights, trademarks, patents 

etc. This issue came under discussion by Fiqhi scholars of modern times 

for quite some time whether these rights can be branded as ‘money’ or 

not. And, then, again it is to be ascertained as to their sale and purchase. 

This problem did not however exist for Fiqhi scholars of olden times in 

its universality as it is found today. Yet they spoke of rights and the 

acceptance of taking reward, which could be visualised and was in vogue 

in their time, such as ‘right of pre-emption’, ‘right to pass by’ and the 

‘right to take water’ etc. So some Fiqhi scholars have favoured taking 

reward for them, while others have thought it otherwise. The Fiqhi 

scholars of present times have put the present-age rights – as are in 

vogue - such as copyrights, patents, trademarks and geographical 

indications in the category of ‘Discretionary Rights’. To ascertain 

whether the said rights could be treated as saleable or non-saleable, and 

how fair it was to note as to their sale-and-purchase, it seems 

appropriate to consider and analyse the decisions by primitive Fiqhi 

scholars in regard to the rights of their times before reaching a 

conclusion. As per the terminology used in present times, such as 

copyrights, patents, trademarks etc. which the contemporary Fiqhi 

scholars have included in discretionary rights and done discourse on 

them. So, it seems appropriate to dilate upon Discretionary Rights and 

its kinds here. 
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such as „right of pre-emption‟, „right to pass by‟ and the „right to 

take water‟ etc. So some Fiqhi scholars have favoured taking 
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whether the said rights could be treated as saleable or non-saleable, 

and how fair it was to note as to their sale-and-purchase, it seems 

appropriate to consider and analyse the decisions by primitive 

Fiqhi scholars in regard to the rights of their times before reaching 

a conclusion. As per the terminology used in present times, such as 

copyrights, patents, trademarks etc. which the contemporary Fiqhi 

scholars have included in discretionary rights and done discourse 

on them. So, it seems appropriate to dilate upon Discretionary 

Rights and its kinds here. 

Meanings and Definition: 

In Islamic Fiqh, the term „Discretionary Right‟ is used in the 

Ḥanafi School of Thought. However, this term is not desirable 

among the Maliki, Shaf‟i and Ḥanbali Schools of Thought. The 

Ḥanafi studies have debated „Discretionary Rights‟ in regard to the 

value of rights and benefits whether it is justifiable to claim some 

(material) reward for that or not. According to the Ḥanafi School 

of Thought, claiming a reward for the rights, which do not fall into 

the category of saleable goods, is unfair. On the contrary, taking a 

reward on saleable rights is fair. 

The Ḥanafi School of Thought does not clearly define 

„Discretionary Rights‟.There is, however, an allusion made while 

stating some Fiqhi terms which help in comprehending the 

definition of „Discretionary Rights‟ as Ibne bid n writes: 

 ِ دَةِ عَنْ ادْ ؼُوقِ ادجَُْرَّ  1ؾْكِ لََ يََُوزُ الَِعْتقَِاضُ عَنْ الُْْ

“This is undesirable (unreasonable) to claim a 

reward for the rights without ownership.” 

That is to say, „Discretionary Rights‟ are those without ownership 

i.e. enjoying this right, yet he cannot claim the ownership. 

Nonetheless, that right which stands linked to that site/place is not 

his property e.g. the right to pass by (using the path of another‟s 

property). The „right to pass/drive through‟ has been defined in 

„MujalaAḥk mal- dliya‟ as: 

ونَ رَقَبَةُ الطَّرِيقِ حَقُّ ادَْمِْ فِِ مِؾْكِ الْغَرِْ وَذَلكَِ بلَِنْ تَؽُ 

قُّ بلَِنْ يَؿُرَّ مِـْفَا فَؼَطْ   2مََؾُْوكَةً لشَِخْصٍ وَلِِخَرَ الَْْ

“Walking through someone else‟s land (while the 

owner is somebody else), the passer-by is just 

entitled to use the path. This is one of the 

discretionary rights.” 
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Thus the „right to pass through (another person‟s land) is itself no 

proof that the owner himself does not enjoy the right to use that 

path, rather the owner has every right to use that path in the 

capacity of an owner. 

The above lines are sufficientto prove that „Discretionary Right‟ is 

devoid of the ownership right, while the second hint is that the 

right is not confined to some particular site or place. In other 

words, there is still a possibility of its being existed as a separate 

entity (from its site or place) as written by IbneHamm m in 

„Fatḥal-Qad r‟. 

دُ حَقِّ  رٍ فِِ ادَْحِلِّ بَلْ مَُُرَّ اَ)شُػْعَتُهُ( لَقْسَتْ بحَِقٍّ مُتَؼَرِّ أَنََّّ

 3التَّؿَؾُّكِ فَلََ يَصِحُّ الَِعْتقَِاضُ عَـْهُ 

“The Right of Pre-emption is not 

such a right which may be fixed at 

some specific site/place rather it is 

devoid of ownership. So it is wrong 

to claim a reward for it.” 

From amongst the contemporary Fiqhi scholars, Ali  haf f has 

defined „Discretionary Right‟ as: 

 4فادجرد ما كان غر متؼرر فِ محؾه

“A discretionary right is which is not 

fixed at its site/place.” 

 This definition seems to have derived from the excerpts of the 

Ḥanafi School of Thought books as concluded in the „Right of Pre-

emption‟ discussion. 

رٍ فِِ ادحَِْ  اَ)شُػْعَتُهُ( لَقْسَتْ بحَِقٍّ مُتَؼَرِّ  5لِّ أَنََّّ

After what has been stated above, „Discretionary Right‟ can be 

defined as: 

“A Discretionary Right is a right to benefit (from) which is 

peculiar to someone special that it is not fixed at its place or site, 

for instance the „Right of Pre-emption‟ and the „Right to Pass 

(by).” 

In some Ḥanafi books, „Ḥaq-e-Mufrid‟ has been used instead of 

„Ḥaq-e-Mujarad‟ such as the text of „al-Bad ‟ al-San ‟ ‟. 

تَؿِلُ التَّؿْؾقِكَ  ؼُوقُ ادػُْْرَدَةُ لََ تََْ  6الُْْ

Thus the contemporary Fiqhi scholars have used the term „Ḥaq-e-

Mehdh‟ for „Ḥaq-e-Mujarad‟.
7
 

Types of ‘Discretionary Rights’ 
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Sometimes a „Discretionary Right‟ falls into the financial category 

while it is otherwise at some other time. Similarly, it is indeed 

enacted in itself and at other times for removal of injury (or loss). 

„Discretionary Rights‟ which are related to financial matters 

include „Ḥaq-e-Shirb‟
8
, „Ḥaq-e-Mar r‟

9
, „Ḥaq-e-Tasy  l

10
‟, „Ḥaq-e-

Majr 
11
‟, „Ḥaq-e-T ll ‟

12
 and „Ḥaq-e-Intef  -bil-Jid r‟

13
. In the 

same manner, „Ḥaq-e-Shuf h‟
14
, „Ḥaq-e-Khul  ‟

15
 and „Ḥaq-e-

T hj r‟
16

 also form part of this financial category. 

Non-Financial Discretionary Rights include „Ḥaq-e-Qasm‟
17

 and 

„Ḥaq-e- h y r‟
18

 etc. 

Similarly Discretionary Rights, which were enacted on the basis of 

removing injury or loss, included „Ḥaq-e-Qasm‟, „Ḥaq-e- h y r‟ 

and „Ḥaq-e-Shuf h‟; in the same manner the Discretionary Rights 

– enacted in themselves – included all those afore-mentioned 

financial rights except „Ḥaq-e-Shuf h‟. 

In the light of Mufti Taq Usm ni‟s discussion on rights, 

„Discretionary Rights‟ can be divided into two main categories: 

i. Shar  h Rights 

ii. Customary Rights 

i.  har  h Rights: 

By Shar  h Rights, those rights are meant which have been 

conveyed to man from Allah through His Prophet (PBUH) and 

there is no iota of notion in it. That means that their evidence has 

been handed down to the right-holder on the basis of the Qur‟ n 

and the Had th. If there had been no revealed text of the Holy 

Qur‟ n and the Had th, the rights would not have been proved. For 

example, „Right of Pre-emption‟, „Right of Wil yah and „Right of 

Inheritance‟ and „Right of Compensation‟, the „Right of 

Satisfaction‟ from wife, „Right of Divorce‟ and „Ḥaq-e-Qasm‟ (a 

wife‟s right to have her husband‟s company on her turn). 

There are two more types of the Shar  h rights: 

(1) First, those rights which are not just delivered, rather they 

have been enacted in order to remove injury from the right-

holder e.g. „Right of Pre-emption‟, „Ḥaq-e-Qasm‟ (a wife‟s 

right to have her husband‟s company on her turn), the 

„Right of a child‟s upbringing‟ and „Ḥaq-e-

 h y r‟.MoulanaTaq Usm ni has attributed these rights to 

the „Rights of Necessity‟. 

(2) Secondly, those rights which are originally proved for the 

right-holder are not enacted to remove injury. For example, 

„Right of Compensation‟, Right of husband to benefit from 
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wife by construing the marriage contract and the „Right of 

Inheritance‟. MoulanaTaq Usm ni has attributed these 

rights to the „Real Rights‟. 

ii. Customary Rights: 

The second kind of „Discretionary Rights‟ is „Customary Rights‟, 

which are basically those Sharia rights that are proved for the 

right-holder due to customs and traditions among the people. 

These rights are lawful in Sharia because it (Sharia) has accepted 

them due to customs and traditions. But the source of these rights 

is the custom and not the Qur‟ n and the Had th e.g. the „Right to 

Pass‟ (Ḥaq-e-Mar r), „The right to drain out water etc. 

MoulanaTaq explained the customary rights into three more kinds: 

(1)  The rights which relate to interest on articles due to 

continuous benefit e.g. „Ḥaq q-e-Irtef q‟.
19

 

(2) The rights which entitle a person to occupy a (permissible) 

place on the „first-come-first‟ basis. This right is called 

„Ḥaq-e-Asbaq  at‟ (the Right to Outshine).  

(3) The rights which are given as a result of making a pledge 

(or striking an agreement) or then retaining an existing 

pact, e.g. renting out a house or a shop, or to continue 

retention of some fixed function.
20

 

Discretionary Rights enacted for Removal of Injury 

Rights which are enacted to remove injury (loss) from the right-

holder are the „Right of Pre-emption‟, „Ḥaq-e-Qasm‟ (a wife‟s 

right to have her husband‟s company on her turn), the „Right of a 

child‟s upbringing‟, „Right to Custody of an Orphaned Child‟ etc. 

As these type of rights are not as saleable commodities in market 

and Shariah also doesn‟t allow it. So the descriptions of these 

rights and its commandments aren‟t being described here.  

‘ aq q-e-Irtef q’  The right of Take  dvantage  
By „Ḥaq q-e-Irtef q‟ it is meant to reap benefit out of another 

person‟s adjacent land when it comes to using one‟s own intended 

advantage from his land, so one simply cannot make use of one‟s 

own land until he benefits from the other person‟s land which is 

adjacent (connected) to it. 

ShaikhMuṣtafa Al-Zarqa‟s words clearly describe „Ḥaq q-e-

Irtef q‟: 

 21ة لعؼار علي عؼار آخر مَؾوك لغر الَولالَرتػاق مـػعة مؼرر
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“Irtef q means taking advantage of 

one‟s own land by using (as a 

benefit) the other person land.” 

The Encyclopaedia of Kuwait (Mosua al-FiqhiaKuwaitia) 

describes „Ḥaq q-e-Irtef q‟ in these words: 

رٍ عَذَ عَؼَارٍ دـَِػَْعَةِ عَؼَارٍ آخَرَ مََؾُْوكٍ  حَقُّ الَِرْتػَِاقِ  عِبَارَةٌ عَنْ حَقٍّ مُؼَرَّ

 22لغَِرِْ مَالكِِ 

“Ḥaq q-e-Irtef q is a fixed right of 

taking advantage of one‟s property, 

which is adjacent to another owner‟s 

land that is not his (own) property.” 

In Ḥaq q-e-Irtef q, „Ḥaq-e-Shirb‟, „Ḥaq-e-Mar r‟, „Ḥaq-e-Tasy  l 

‟, „Ḥaq-e-Majr  ‟, „Ḥaq-e-Intef  -bil-Jid r‟ etc. are included. 

There will be discussion on the above-mentioned rights in the next 

pages. 

i. ‘ aq-e- hirb’ 

Literally „Ḥaq-e-Shirb‟ means a part of water as found in Lis n al-

Arab: 

بُ: الَْظُّ مِنَ اداءِ  ْ 23والشِِّّ  

The Qur‟ n has described same words while giving a narration of 

HazratSaleh (AS) miraculous camel. 

 لَّهَا شِرۡب ٌ۬ وَلَكُمۡ شِرۡبُ يَوۡم ٌ۬ 
ذِهِۦ نَاقَة ٌ۬ ٰـ قَالَ هَ

عۡلوُم ٌ۬  مَّ
24 

He said: (Behold) this she-camel. 

She hath the right to drink (from the 

well), and ye have the right to drink 

(each) on fixed day. 

The same is stated in S rahQamar: 

 بَيۡنَہُمۡ 
ُۢ
ئۡہُمۡ أنََّ ٱلۡمَاءَٓ قِسۡمَةُ  كُل  شِرۡب ٌ۬  ۖوَنَبِّ

حۡتَضَر ٌ۬  م 
25 

“And tell them that the water is to be 

divided between them: each one‟s 

right to drink being brought forward 

(by suitable turns).” 

In the above verses, the word „Shirb‟ is used to show a part of the 

water. 

In the Fiqhi term, bringing water for use of man and of an animal 

and to irrigate a field is called „Shirb‟.
26

 „Duraral-Huk m‟ 

describes „Shirb‟ as: 
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ا بؿَِزْرَعَةٍ أَوْ  ا أَوْ خَاصًّ ٌ مَعْؾُومٌ مِنْ الـَّفْرِ وَيَؽُونُ عَامًّ هُوَ كَصِقبٌ مُعَيََّّ

مَنِ تَارَةً وَأُخْرَى بلَِكَابقِبَ أَوْ  قِّ باِلزَّ ُ مِؼْدَارُ هَذَا الَْْ بُسْتَانٍ أَوْ حَدِيؼَةٍوَيُعَيََّّ

سَ  .فَجَوَاتٍ ذَاتِ اتِّ ٍ  27اعٍ مُعَيََّّ

“Ḥaq-e-Shirb is such a known and fixed part of 

water taken from stream, either common or 

individual, for form, garden or an orchard. The 

quantity of this right (to get water), sometimes, is 

determined by the time or sometimes by known and 

fixed wide water pipes and tributaries (used for 

irrigation purposes)”. 

The Commandments of ‘ aq-e- hirb’: 

„Ḥaq-e-Shirb‟ is related to water and the commandments 

concerning also vary as regards its various forms. Water can be 

categorised in four basic forms:
28

 

(a) Safe (drinking) water in a pot; 

(b) Water of a personal well or a hose; 

(c) Water of a personal canal; 

(d) Water of a stream and rivers; 

(a) Safe (drinking) water in a pot: 

The one who keeps the water safe in a pot has a right over it. No-

one else enjoys this right (other than him). This can be exemplified 

by hunting that after being fallen prey it (animal) becomes the 

possession of its hunter. In the same manner, the water in the pot is 

its possession which he also can sell out for money.
29

 If a person is 

too thirsty to die and the water in the pot is in excess than to 

quench his thirst, then that person can grab water in duress 

provided he does not use a weapon (for this purpose).
30

 

(b) Water of a personal well or a hose: 

The water in a well or a hose, as a principle, is fair for use and all 

and sundry can benefit from it because the Holy Prophet (PBUH) 

says: 

كَاءُ فِِ ثَلََثٍ: فِِ الْؽَلََِ، وَاداَْءِ، وَالـَّارِ   31ادُْسْؾؿُِونَ شَُُ

“Three things: water, fire and grass 

are partnered by Muslims.” 

Hence, the owner of a personal hose and a well cannot prevent 

people and animals from drinking water. Still he can stop them 

from irrigating their fields or trees. Nevertheless, if dug in the 

vicinity of his personal rather than in a public or government land, 
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he may obstruct its users. If there is a substitute to that, people can 

take water from there. Or the owner should himself bring water in 

a bucket or some other pot so as to meet their need. If people are 

thirsty and there is no other way to take water and the well-owner 

neither supplies water nor let them have it, then the needy can push 

themselves forward and take water by force.
32

 The Fiqhi scholars 

have reasoned with the Had th on this issue: 

مَ: لََ يُؿْـعَُ فَضْلُ  عَنْ أَبِِ هُرَيْرَةَ، قَالَ: قَالَ رَسُولُ اللََِّّ صَذَّ اللَُّ عَؾَقْهِ وَسَؾَّ

َـعَ بهِِ الْؽَلَُ   33اداَْءِ لقُِؿْ

Ab Huraira narrated a Tradition that Allah‟s Apostle 

said, “Do not withhold the superfluous water, for 

that will prevent from grazing their cattle.” 

(c) Water of a personal canal: 

The water which comes out of some special canal owned by 

people, as a principle, is fair just as the Had th mentioned above 

describes. Though for the use of people and their cattle, the use of 

water is fair, it is not however fair if used to irrigate the fields 

etc.
34

 

(d) Water of a stream and river: 

The water of large streams and rivers is owned by people and no-

one enjoys any distinction in this respect. Everybody can use this 

water, get it for their animals or can irrigate their fields; moreover, 

small canals can be started and other means can also be used to 

suck water, provided all that does not do any harm to anybody.
35

 

2. Inheritance to  aq-e-Shirb: 

The ḤanafiFiqhi scholars believe in inheritance on Ḥaq-e-Shirb 

and its ownership will be transferred as Ibne bid n has explained: 

 ْ رْثِ يَؼَعُ حُؽْمًً لََ قَصْدًا، وَيََُوزُ أَنْ يَثْبُتَ المَّ ءُ حُؽْمًً لِِنََّ ادْؾِْكَ باِلِْْ

ْ تُُؾَْكْ  ؿْرِ تُُؾَْكُ حُؽْمًً باِدْرَِاثِ، وَإنِْ لََ وَإنِْ كَانَ لََ يَثْبُتُ قَصْدًا كَالَْْ

 36قَصْدًا بسَِائرِِ أَسْبَابِ ادْؾِْكِ 

“The ownership that is transferred by dint of 

inheritance is by God‟s Commandment and not 

through man‟s intention; and that is fair that 

something proves for someone as an order, 

whereas it is not proved intentionally e.g. wine 

which can become the property of someone by 

way of order as inheritance but none can claim its 

ownership deliberately through money.” 
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Reward (money) for Sale and Purchase of Shirb: 

Some important point of discussion before the Fiqhi scholars is 

whether Ḥaq-e-Shirb is rewarding or not. It is unfair to claim a 

reward on Ḥaq-e-Shirb, which is concerned with big streams and 

rivers because in reality it belongs to the common man.
37

 

As for a deal on sale of Ḥaq-e-Shirb on a personal well or a hose, it 

will be fair to trade land with which its ownership is linked.
38

 The 

Maliki scholars and Mashaikh-e-Balakh consider it fair to earn a 

reward on Ḥaq-e-Shirb.
39

 The Maliki scholars acknowledge it by 

bearing in mind the ownership of Ḥaq-e-Shirb as  llamaQar fi 

explains in the following statement: 

اءُ أَصْلِ  اءُ شُْبِ يَوْمٍ أَوْ يَوْمَيَِّْ مِنْ عَيٍَّْ أَوْ بئِْرٍ دُونَ الِْصَْلِ وَشَُِ يََُوزُ شَُِ

هُ مَعْؾُومٌ عَادَةً  بٍ يَوْمًا أَوْ يَوْمَيَِّْ مِنَ الـَّفْرِ لِِكََّ شُُْ
40 

So from this above text it is cleared that it is fair to sell Ḥaq-e-

Shirb, for one or two days, from a hose, well or a personal canal 

because it is a common practice. 

Mashaikh-e-Balakh call it    , terming it a part of water so 

believe it is fair on the basis of some practice or a custom.
41

 

The scholars who issued a decree (edict) of sale of Ḥaq-e-Shirb 

being unfair have described its reason as loss and ignorance that it 

Ḥaq-e-Shirb is sold, then it is not possible to quantify the water. 

But it becomes fair if its (water) quantity is measured as is 

mentioned in R dhahal-T lib n: 

رًا بؽَِقْلٍ أَوْ وَزْنٍ،  جَازَ داَِلؽِهِِ أَخْذُ ثَؿَـهِِ إذَِا بَاعَهُ مُؼَدَّ

رْعِ. رًا برَِيِّ اداَْشِقَةِ وَلََ الزَّ  42وَلََ يََُوزُ، بَقْعُهُ مُؼَدَّ

In the light of the above discussion, it can safely be inferred that 

this issue is         (an exercise in judgment of law) and is based 

on practices and customs of all times and the vicinities. 

ii. The Right to Pass through ( aq-e- ar r  

Ḥaq-e-Mar r means passing through (or by) some way so that a 

person should enter his/her house or land. „Durar al Huk m‟ 

defines it in the following words: 

حَقُّ ادُْرُورِ هُوَ حَقُّ ادَْمِْ فِِ مِؾْكِ الْغَرِْ وَذَلكَِ بلَِنْ تَؽُونَ رَقَبَةُ الطَّرِيقِ 

قُّ بلَِنْ يَؿُرَّ مِـْفَا فَؼَطْ   43مََؾُْوكَةً لشَِخْصٍ وَلِِخَرَ الَْْ

“Ḥaq-e-Mar r‟ is the right to pass 

through one‟s land in such a way 

that the land (through which one 
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passes) belong to a person, while the 

other just has the right to pass.” 

The Commandments of  aq-e- ar r 

1. Since Ḥaq-e-Mar r is the right to pass by, it may have 

different kinds by the nature of ways (to be used). So every 

way has to be followed by different Commandments. 

(a) The first kind of the way is called a thoroughfare and it 

does not belong to anyone (person). It is fair enough to 

benefit from the way, provided the way remains open 

(should not be blocked) for all people. For example, 

windows and doors can be opened in the way, balconies 

can be built, way-outs can be managed and parking lots 

set up. These rights remain intact till no harm or 

inconvenience is caused to anybody, as long as the ruler 

allows them (their use).
44

 

(b) The second kind is a special way (exclusively used for 

the privileged) which may belong to one or more 

people. Everybody will have the right to pass that way, 

the landlord will have no right to debar the way-users. 

Yet the users will not have any right to build windows, 

doors or balconies in that way. If that way is shared by 

more than one people, one can take advantage of the 

way as long as the share-holders agree on it.
45

 

(c) In the third case, if one has a block of land which falls 

behind the land of another owner and there is no other 

way to get there, then does the right to pass through the 

other person‟s land stands intact (or sustains) while he 

has to benefit from that? So it is not fair, as agreed by 

all Fiqhi scholars, for one to pass through the land 

owned by another person without his consent, or sweet 

will. Hence, it is not fair (reasonable) to pass through 

one‟s land.
46

 

2. The second issue related to the reward of Ḥaq-e-Mar r is 

about to earn reward over it. The Fiqhi scholars believe that 

it is not fair to earn profit from the users of a thoroughfare. 

While the scholars have two different views as to earn a 

reward on the use of a special road. One view is that of the 

Ḥanbali, Maliki, Shaf‟i scholars and yet another group (of 

scholars) from the Ḥanafi School of Thought who are 

convinced that earning a reward on the use of a special 

road is fair, as it is written in „Al-Moudawana‟: 
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يَ مِنْ قُؾْتُ: أَرَأَيْتَ إنْ اشْتَََى رَجُ  هُ فِِ دَارِهِ مِنْ غَرِْ أَنْ يَشْتََِ لٌ مِنْ رَجُلٍ مََرََّ

مًَ.  47رَقَبَةِ الْبُـْقَانِ شَقْئًا، أَيََُوزُ هَذَا أَمْ لََ فِِ قَوْلِ مَالكٍِ؟قَالَ: ذَلكَِ جَائزٌِ لََُ

“If a person gets the permission (on payment) to use 

the way through another person‟s house, while he 

does not buy anything from the building in deal, then 

will it be deemed fair or not? According to Imam 

Malik‟s opinion, the one who answered said that it is 

fair.” 

Similarly, it is found in „Minh j‟ that: 

عًا  حَقُّ ادؿََْرِّ بلَِرْضٍ أَوْ عَذَ سَطْحٍ وَجَازَ كَمًَ يَلْتِِ فِِ مِنْ ادـَْاَفعِِ شَُْ

ؽُهُ باِلْعِوَضِ عَذَ التَّلْبقِدِ بؾَِػْظِ الْبَقْعِ  ؾْحِتَؿَؾُّ  48الصُّ

“It is a reward from the Shar  h point of view the 

right to pass through a land or some other surface 

(roof etc.).” 

Thus as the Shar  h ordains, it is just the right (fair) to earn a 

reward over the passing through of one‟s land. Or for that matter, 

some other place such as roof etc. 

And the same is mentioned in „Al-Ins f‟: 

ا فِِ  يَ مََرًَّ  49دَارٍ وَيََُوزُ أَنْ يَشْتََِ

“And it is fair to buy some way to pass through a 

house.” 

From among the Ḥanafi scholars,  llamaIbneHamm m has issued 

an edict of its being fair on earning a reward on Ḥaq-e-Mar r, 

explaining that this right relates to land: 

قُ بهِِ  أَنَّ حَقَّ ادُْرُورِ  قُ برَِقَبَةِ الِْرَْضِ وَهِيَ مَالٌ هُوَ عَيٌَّْ فَمًَ يَتَعَؾَّ حَقٌّ يَتَعَؾَّ

،  50يَؽُونُ لَهُ حُؽْمُ الْعَيَِّْ

“That Ḥaq-e-Mar r concerns land and land is such a 

saleable commodity (asset) which is material and 

tangible, so a Commandment of matter and 

tangibility applies to it as well.” 

The second view of Fiqhi scholars concerns earning or otherwise 

on the use of a special road or street (Ḥaq-e-Mar rKhas) is illegal 

(unfair), which is evident from „Z hir al-Rawayah‟
51

: 

iii.  aq-e-Tasy  l 

Ḥaq-e-Tasy  l means the right to drain out access (or used) water 

from one‟s house or land.
52

 That is to say that a person drains out 
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water from his land and that reaches (and enters) another person‟s 

land, leaving a question whether to whose land the water reaches 

has a right to prevent it or not. The right of draining out water is a 

discretionary right because it is proved on account of its separation 

from the real ownership. Hence, Ḥaq-e-Tasy  l means the right of 

flowing access (or used) water from a land or surface which 

belongs to another person. Or that is a public property and does not 

belong to any single individual. 

The Commandments of  aq-e-Tasy  l 

1. Fixing a drain up some thoroughfare: Even though it is 

everybody‟s right, according to the Tradition of Maliki, 

Shaf‟i and Ḥanbali School of Thought
53

, yet it should do no 

harm to the passer-by, for the real right remains the passing 

by through that way. As for the argument of this issue is 

concerned, an anecdote is ascribed to Hazrat Umar (RA) 

who uprooted a drain fixed outside of the house of 

Hazrat bbas (RA) upon which the latter told Hazrat Umar 

(RA) that the drain uprooted by you was actually installed 

by the Prophet (PBUH) himself. Hazrat Umar (RA) said: 

“If it is so, then honest to God you fix it up again while 

climbing on my back.” Accordingly, Hazrat bbas climbed 

up the back of Hazrat Umar (RA) and he did the needful.
54

 

By the above Tradition it is clear that fixing up drains at 

thoroughfares is fair, hence reasonable because it falls into 

the category of necessity (need). Obviously, it is not 

possible for the house-owner to divert the used (access) 

water toward his home. Moreover, it is customary among 

Muslims. But the scholars belonging to the Ḥanafi and 

Ḥanbali (according to their known opinion) School of 

Thought do not deem it fair. And they argue: 

(i) That doing so is tantamount to acting in such an 

atmosphere as is common (shared) by the house-

owner and other people; 

(ii) It causes inconvenience to passers-by because the 

drained-out water may fall on them; and such 

(drained) water is not always clean. That can even 

be dirty due to urine etc. So this act may prove 

unclean. Moreover, it will make the way slippery.
55

 

So far as the above-mentioned narration is concerned, that 

is a special anecdote and there is an apprehension that that 

way is closed, i.e. not thoroughfare. Or that way is made 
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out after the installation of that drain system. Nonetheless, 

those opposing it say that there will be no inhibition to it in 

case the ruler himself allows it. Aside from it, this fact 

should be kept in mind that nowadays the drained-out 

water flows down right through pipes and that does not 

cause inconvenience to passers-by, anyway. So the 

arguments on which they have based their opinion are no 

more effective. 

2. The installation of a drain on the „no-way‟ streets. It is the 

right of the dweller to install or not install a drain in the 

blocked (no-way) streets.
56

 

3. To flow water onto the land or surface of another person: 

This issue is also agreed upon that it is unfair to flow water 

onto to the land or surface belonging to another person. 

That, however, is fair only when there is a need for it and 

the owner also allows it.
57

 

4. Earning a reward on Ḥaq-e-Tasy  l: First, the draining out 

of water in a thoroughfare or open streets is out of 

question; however, there are two different views held by 

Fiqhi scholars on flowing water at some specific place for 

money. 

The Maliki, Shaf‟i and Ḥanbali scholars favour the flowing of 

water on the condition that the land over which the water flows 

should be measured. However, the quantity of the drained-out 

water should not necessarily be known.
58

. The most important 

argument which is offered by these scholars is that this right is 

one of the profits earned as per the dictates by the Shar  h and 

the sale-and-purchase of the profit is fair as the Shar  h allows. 

In such matters a bit of ignorance is pardoned due to a 

necessity.
59

 

According to the second view, reward in not fair on Ḥaq-e-Tasy  l. 

This is the view held by the Ḥanafi scholars because to them, it is 

not a saleable commodity; for it cannot be occupied, nor it is 

possible to remove the ignorance thereof. Hence, its sale and 

purchase is not fair nor it is fair to reconcile over it. The Ḥanafi 

scholars have differentiated between Ḥaq-e-Mar r and Ḥaq-e-

Tasy  l in that Ḥaq-e-Mar r is known by the relation to one‟s piece 

of land, whereas if the right to drain water (Ḥaq-e-Tasy  l) is on a 

roof, then it is akin to Ḥaq-e-Ta‟ali the sale and purchase of which, 

according to all Fiqhi scholars, is not fair; because this right is not 

about some saleable commodity, rather it is related to air. 
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Similarly, it will hardly be known as to how much land will be 

affected if it concerns draining out water on someone‟s land. Then 

this will be ambiguous as the drained out water will enter the 

vicinity (boundary) of some other person‟s land and the sale-

purchase of the ambiguous is not fair.
60

 

iv.  aq-e- ajr  

Ḥaq-e-Majr  means taking water to one‟s own land, while that 

water reaches there from someone else‟s land. 

The Commandments of  aq-e- ajr  

1. Ḥaq-e-Majr  is also a Discretionary Right because it is a 

right of carrying water through someone else‟s land. Now, 

is it fair for one to prevent the carriage of water through the 

use of his land or not? As a principle, as per the saying of 

the Holy Prophet (PBUH): 

 61لََ يََلُِّ لَِمْرِئٍ مِنْ مَالِ أَخِقهِ إلََِّ مَا أَعْطَاهُ عَنْ صقِبِ كَػْسٍ 

“It is not fair for a Muslim to take some from the 

asset of another without his consent except for 

what he gives with his own sweet will.” 

So it is inferred from this Had th that it is not fair for a Muslim to 

take anything from somebody without his permission. Therefore, 

the water that reaches some other person‟s land is profitable, hence 

an asset (saleable commodity). The Four School of Thought agrees 

on a point that it is unfair for a person to drain water in such a 

manner that it crosses over another person‟s land unless 

permitted.
62

 Nevertheless, as is clear from a decision taken by 

Hazrat Umar (RA)
63

 that the basis for this argument should be 

raised that there is no harm if the drained-out water also leaves 

another person‟s land irrigated, rather it is beneficial. Hence, no 

right to prevent it but if the draining of water does harm, then the 

affected person has a right to stop it. More over if one has been 

enjoying Ḥaq-e-Majr  from the primitive times, then it (the 

primitive) will be kept as a continued practice, as a Fiqhi principle 

.”القديم يترك علي قدمه“
64

 

2. The second issue is related with the reward of Ḥaq-e-Majr : 

There are two sayings by Fiqhi scholars on taking reward 

on Ḥaq-e-Majr : 

(i) It is fair to receive profit on Ḥaq-e-Majr . This is a 

mutually-agreed saying by the scholars of three Schools 

of Thought
65

 except for the Ḥanafi scholars, though the 

Maliki scholars consider it a kind of a Bai’ (sale and 
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purchase) while the Shaf‟i and Ḥanbali scholars term it 

a kind of some reconciliation and take it as rent. 

Accordingly, they take it as granted like a rented-out 

premises, a certain time-limit should be ensured and in 

order to store water a drench should be dug up, 

however, they do not impose a condition to quantify the 

water because the amount of water will be drained out 

as will be sufficient to irrigate the land and that too will 

be measured (estimated) by the size of the dug-up 

drench. 

(ii) The second saying is that of the Ḥanafi scholars: As they 

do not deem it fair to get a reward on Ḥaq-e-Tasy  l 

(the right to drain out water), it is unreasonable (unfair) 

for them to get a reward on Ḥaq-e-Majr .
66

 

 

v.  aq-e-Ta’ali  The  erial Right  

Ḥaq-e-Ta‟ali means the right to build a second storey on top of a 

house (building).
67

 The Fiqhi scholars include it in Discretionary 

Rights for the reason that it is possible to separate it from the real 

ownership. Just as in present times, second or the third storey of a 

building is sold out to different parties separately. Then its buyer is 

neither the owner of the real land, nor the claimant of benefits 

related to ground. 

Getting a reward on  aq-e-Ta’ali: 

The Fiqhi scholars differ on the Ḥaq-e-Ta‟ali issue. The scholars 

of the Maliki, Shaf‟i and Ḥanbali Schools of Thought consider the 

sale and purchase of Ḥaq-e-Ta‟ali as fair.
68

 Though they impose a 

condition that terms and conditions should be settled before-hand 

to build an upper storey, and that the owners of the two storeys 

should agree on it so the owner of the ground storey building 

should not suffer a loss in case of another storey built up there. 

The scholars of the Maliki, Shaf‟i and Ḥanbali Schools of Thought 

believe that Ḥaq-e-Ta‟ali is also an ownership and as it is fair to 

get a reward for any other ownership, similarly it is equally fair to 

claim a reward on it.
69

 

The second saying is that of the Ḥanafi scholars. They do not 

consider it fair to take reward on Ḥaq-e-Ta‟ali.
70

 They argue that 

this right is related to air; so not to speak of its being an asset it 

does not even relates to an asset (or saleable commodity), for a 

saleable goods is     and    is something which can be stored 

and occupied, while air can neither be stored, nor sold out.
71
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Furthermore, this sale is undistinguishable because it is related to 

air and it is not fair to sell it.
72

 

Some Fiqhi scholars from the Ḥanafi School of Thought consider 

the sale of Ḥaq-e-Mar r as fair and the sale of Ḥaq-e-Ta‟ali as 

unfair. According to them, the difference between the two is that 

Ḥaq-e-Ta‟ali is related to a thing which in itself has no existence 

e.g. building a second storey. So it is like profit and getting a 

reward on some profit, according to the Ḥanafi scholars, is not fair 

because that is not    , while Ḥaq-e-Mar r is related to a thing 

that is eternal and that is the earth, so that is like a tangible object, 

as explained in „FatḥAl-Qad r‟: 

قُ بهِِ يَؽُونُ لهَُ  قُ برَِقَبَةِ الِْرَْضِ وَهِيَ مَالٌ هُوَ عَيٌَّْ فَمًَ يَتَعَؾَّ أَنَّ حَقَّ ادرُُْورِ حَقٌّ يَتَعَؾَّ

وَاءِ وَهُوَ لَقْسَ بعَِيَِّْ مَالٍ  قُ باِلََْ ا حَقُّ التَّعَليِّ فَحَقٌّ يَتَعَؾَّ ، أَمَّ  73حُؽْمُ الْعَيَِّْ

But some contemporary Fiqhi scholars from the Ḥanafi School of 

Thought do not accept this difference. They hold that just as Ḥaq-

e-Mar r is related to the surface of the earth, similarly Ḥaq-e-

Ta‟ali is related to a built house. The surface of the earth is full of 

air and the surface of the upper portion of a house. Therefore, as 

per an assumption the sale of Ḥaq-e-Ta‟ali should also be 

allowed.
74

 Further, at the time of selling Ḥaq-e-Ta‟ali it is just 

possible that the lower ground building should not exist. For 

example, a 10-storey building plan is in the pipeline with a plan to 

sell off the building‟s second to 10th storeys, while the first storey 

is yet to be built. But it is to be taken into consideration that 

second to 10th storeys will be built on the first storey, whenever 

they are built. Obviously, all the upper storeys will be equalised 

tangibly to the surface of the other ones. Thus, the upper storeys 

will stand connected to the one on the ground (first storey) 

materially.
75

 Then the strongest basis is the customary act that 

relates to building high-rise plazas in view of the population 

explosion or influx. It will prove an intolerable and serious loss if 

the sale of Ḥaq-e-Ta‟ali is declared unfair. (No doubt, Allah 

Almighty knows better as to what will happen). 

vi. Rights related to Wall 

Rights related to wall mean all those rights which concern a wall 

around one‟s land as a profit, such as fixing of bamboos, 

constructing a door or a window etc. 

This situation emerges when there is a house facing towards the 

wall which is common between both of them, or the walls of both 

are separate but still adjacent. As for such a wall which is common 
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between two owners, there is a saying of a group of the Fiqhi 

scholars that to benefit from the wall of one‟s neighbour without 

his due permission is not fair, especially when the profit risks the 

weakening of that wall or in another case there is no real need for 

earning profit out of it. This view, according to a tradition, is 

established by the Ḥanafi, Maliki and Ḥanbali scholars and Shaf‟i 

(according to a modern opinion).
76

 The argument of this School of 

Thought as enunciated by the Shar  h injunctions which prohibit 

one to benefit from the other person‟s land without his permission. 

The second view of the Shaf‟i scholars (according to the primitive 

view) and as per a tradition of the Ḥanbali scholars,
77

 is that a 

neighbour if in need can coerce his neighbour to seek permission 

for a benefit e.g. if a girder has to be fixed in the wall and there is 

no other option. There is an argument by the Holy Prophet 

(PBUH): 

مَ قَالَ:  لََ »عَنْ أَبِِ هُرَيْرَةَ رَضَِِ اللََُّّ عَـْهُ: أَنَّ رَسُولَ اللََِّّ صَذَّ اللَُّ عَؾَقْهِ وَسَؾَّ

كُمْ ، ثُمَّ يَؼُولُ أَبُو هُرَيْرَةَ: مَا لِِ أَرَا«يَؿْـعَْ جَارٌ جَارَهُ أَنْ يَغْرِزَ خَشَبَهُ فِِ جِدَارِهِ 

ا بَيََّْ أَكْتَافؽُِمْ   78عَـْفَا مُعْرِضِيََّ، وَاللََِّّ لَِرَْمِيَََّّ بَِِ

Ab Huraira said, “Allah‟s Apostle said, „No-one 

should prevent his neighbour from fixing a wooden 

peg in his wall.” Ab Huraira said (to his 

Companions), “Why do I find you averse to it? By 

Allah, I certainly will narrate it to you.” 

In the context of the wall benefits, the Fiqhi scholars have narrated 

an issue related to getting a reward on it. The Maliki and Shaf‟i 

(according to their modern opinion) pronounce the sale and 

purchase of this right,
79

 while the Ḥanbali scholars dilate on this 

right, saying that a reward can be earned only when the neighbour 

does not have such a need as to be pressured for that. Because if a 

right has got to be conceded to by force, then it should be meant to 

remove injury upon which earning a reward is not fair.
80

 

The Ḥanafi scholars do not allow this. They maintain that a reward 

can be claimed on a thing the sale or purchase of which is fair.
81

 

vii.  aq-e-Taḥj r 

If a barren land is made cultivable by an individual on permission 

by the government, he then gets the ownership rights over that 

land. According to Fiqhi term, it is called „Aḥy -M w t‟. Another 

term related to this is „Taḥj r‟ which actually is used to determine 

land by stone-laying as a symbol.
82
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MoulanaTaq Usm ni has described „Ḥaq-e-Taḥj r‟ as „Ḥaq-e-

Asbaq  at‟ and he defines „Ḥaq-e-Asbaq  at‟ in the following 

words: 

“Ḥaq-e-Asbaq  at is a right associated with one‟s 

first of all taking into possession something 

previously unoccupied and the traits attached to 

it. For instance, the cultivation of a land in a 

remote area gives one the right of ownership.”
83

 

The Commandments of  aq-e-Taḥj r 

1. Taḥj r does not automatically prove the ownership of a 

land, rather it shows the right to make it cultivable; that is 

to say that one who marks and lays a stone there (at the 

land) is more rightful to make it useful than others.
84

 The 

Holy Prophet (PBUH) said: 

 85مَنْ سَبَقَ إلَِی مَائٍ لََْ يَسْبؼِْهُ إلَِقْهِ مُسْؾمٌِ فَفُوَ لَهُ 

“Allah‟s Apostle said if anyone reaches water 

which has not been approached previously by 

any Muslim, then it belongs to him.” 

2. The Holy Prophet (PBUH) says in yet another Had th: 

 86مَنْ أَحَاطَ حَائطًِا عَؾَی أَرْضٍ فَفِيَ لَهُ 

“If anyone marks a piece of land 

erecting a wall, it belongs to him. 

3. However, two conditions are mentioned as a rightful claim 

of Ḥaq-e-Taḥj r: 

(i) One should mark as much land as is sufficient for his 

personal use; 

(ii) The land bounded by one should be such that he should be 

able to cultivate.
87

 

4. As for the time-limit allowed to cultivate a land, the Ḥanafi 

scholars have fixed three years for this purpose.
88

 They 

present reasons from a tradition by Hazrat Umar (RA): 

“A person who had such a piece of land 

and even after a period of three years 

could not cultivate it is supposed to forego 

his right to others who succeeded in 

cultivating the same land and, thus, 

became more rightful.” 

The Shaf‟i and Ḥanbali scholars do not fix any period of 

time for Ḥaq-e-Taḥj r, rather they leave it to the custom of 

that locality.
89

 The Maliki scholars also do not believe in 
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any fixed time for the cultivation of the marked land. 

However, among the Maliki scholars,  llamaAshh b 

favours the three-year period for this purpose and bases his 

view on the saying of Hazrat Umar (RA).
90

 

5. The Shaf‟i and Ḥanbali scholars are also convinced that 

when a person marks some (barren) land he can forego his 

right to anybody he thinks fit for that purpose, allowing 

him (or them) to cultivate that land. Now Ḥaq-e-Asbaq  at 

will be transferred to the one who takes up the 

responsibility.
91

 In case of death of the person who marked 

the land, his heirs will get the right to do so. The following 

Had th is given as an argument: 

 92مَنْ تَرَكَ  مَالًَ فَؾوَِرَثَتهِِ 

“Whosoever leaves     (after his death) belongs 

to his heirs.” 

6. As far as the sale of Ḥaq-e-Taḥj r is concerned, the Shaf‟i 

and Ḥanbali scholars opine that it is not right because it is 

just a peculiarity, not ownership. Hence, the particular 

(special) person is not authorised to sell it off.
93

 The Ḥanafi 

and Maliki scholars do not seem to have discussed this very 

issue. The point raised however in the discussion on the 

sale of different rights is that the sale of Ḥaq-e-Taḥj r is 

also not fair. So MoulanaTaq Usm ni adds to it, saying that 

if the bearer of Ḥaq-e-Taḥj r and other Ḥaq q-e-Asbaq  at 

gets the reward of foregoing his right during the 

reconciliation process, then the Fiqhi scholars allow that.
94

 

In the light of above discussion, It can easily be traced that 

Muslim jurists have provided sufficient detail of discretionary 

rights and that they have unanimously admitted the authenticity 

of such rights. Having diversified opinions in the detail of each 

right, their discussion provides guidelines for contemporary 

jurists to solve the modern problems relevant to such rights. 
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